
Before you Begin 

Select an outer fabric and a plainer lining fabric.  This will help the wearer know which is inside and 

which is outside, in case it is taken off and put back on again. PREWASH fabrics in hot water to 

preshrink.  (You don’t want them to be worn once and then to be too small after the first 

washing.) Since some people are sensitive to perfumes, please use scent-free detergent or 

dishwashing liquid. Rinse and squeeze out excess water, dry on hot and then press.   Spritz with 

plain water, if needed, when ironing it before cutting. 

Place fabrics right sides 

together, aligning top 

edges.  Measure 2½” in 

from each side and mark. 

Stitch a 5/8” seam in from 

each side to marks, back-

stitching at the marks. 

Open and lay the 

unit right sides 

down. Press the 

seam open. 

Fold the edges of the lining’s seam allowance under 

to meet the stitching.   
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With right sides  still together, match the bottom 

edges and stitch a ¼” seam across the bottom.  Press 

the seam open,  then turn the unit right sides out.  
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If inserting a wire for shaping, reach in through the 

pocket opening and place it against the inside upper 

fold of the main fabric.  Stitch ¼” from the fold, and 

stitch vertically near both ends of the wire.  If not 

inserting a wire, simply topstitch near the top edge. 

Lay the mask, right sides 

out, lining fabric on top. 

Arrange so the bottom 

seam is at the very 

bottom. Some of the 

main/outer fabric will 

show at the top. Press.  

Topstitch along the 

bottom edge. 
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Face Mask Pattern with ties,  vetted 

by Nurses from Munson Hospital. 

Materials List 
Outer (main) fabric cut 9” x 9” 

Lining fabric cut 9” x  8”  

2 yards bias tape (purchased or made, can also be made 

from straight of grain strips) 

Optional 3” piece of wire (i.e. coated florist wire or 

similar.) 

Basic sewing supplies: sewing machine, thread, pins, 

scissors, etc. 

Press and topstitch near the folded edge. 
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For each mask, cut two 

ties each 34” long.  Ties 

can be premade bias 

tape, or you can make 

your own.   

Whether you make your 

own or use premade, 

open it up and fold in 

the short ends 1/2”, re-

fold and pin. 
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To make your own ties, cut two pieces of fabric 2” x 34”.  

These do not need to be cut on the bias. If you have a 1” 

bias tape maker tool, this is a quick way to get them folded 

and pressed quickly.  If you don’t have one, no problem.  

Fold the strip in half down the length and press.  Fold the 

long edges in to meet at the middle crease and press the 

folded edges.   Fold the strip in half 

to enclose the long raw edges. 

From the front side: fold and pin three tucks, or 

pleats, incorporating both outer fabric and lining.  

Stitch down the sides of the mask about ⅜” from 

the edge, securing the pleats. 
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Attach ties to mask.  Slide 

the side of the mask into 

the open side of the bias 

tape ties, near the middle 

of the tape. 

 

Try to get the top and 

bottom folded edges of 

the bias tape lined up as 

best you can. Pin in place. 

Fold in both of the short ends of 

the ties. Backstitch, then stitch 

across the short end and pivot 

at the corner to stick the long 

edge. Without cutting the 

thread, change to a zigzag stitch 

where the ties encase the raw 

edge of the mask. Change back 

to straight stitch to finish stitch-

ing the lower part of the tie.  

End at the bottom short folded 

edge of the binding by back-

stitching. 


